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How the future of cloud growth and innovation calls for
a new approach to Cloud Cost Governance
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Cloud Computing and the Future of Cloud Cost Governance

Cloud calls for a new unified model of Cost Governance:

Cloud brings new consumption models, and new economics. 
With the ability to efficiently scale and respond to changing 
demands of computing workloads, and deploy resources any 
time, customers pay only for what is used.

Cloud services and costs are highly variable. Cloud services 
now must be planned, managed, and optimized in an 
environment of many new variable services options, 
architectures, and operations methods and pricing models.

With these factors in play, cloud architecture complexity 
increases dramatically.  There are now over a million different 
configuration options on AWS across regions, instance types, 
generations, sizes, operating systems, and tenancy options.

Cloud operations governance is also vital.  For any cloud 
migration or transformation, continuous optimization of services 
operations is key to ongoing cloud services performance and 
cost efficiency.

Traditional cost management 
approaches used in the IT, 
Finance, Purchasing, and 
Operations functions will no 
longer be effective when 
applied to the growing 
complexity of cloud computing.  
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Cloud Usage and Cost Governance is Growing More Complex

Functionality

Efficiency

Scalability

Performance

Flexibility

ElasticityReliability

Usability

Platforms:
• Hybrid
• Public
• Private
• Consolidation

Innovation:
• IOT & AI
• Big Data 
• Digital
• DevOps

Cost Management:
• Contracts & Discounts
• Consumption Model
• Purchasing Strategies
• Optimization

Architecture: 
• Migration
• Refactoring
• Containers
• Serverless

Lifecycle Management:
• Oversights 
• Controls & Risks
• Policies & Processes

Budgeting & Forecasting:
• Cost Estimation & Spend Tracking
• Budget Allocations & Chargebacks
• Continuous Monitoring & Reporting
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Cloud systems and processes 
are growing more complex, and 
require a fundamentally new 
approach to Cost Governance
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Across industries, enterprise 
cloud computing spend will 

exceed $250B in 2020

Up to 80% of organizations will 
exceed their cloud budgets 

through 2020

Organizations Today are Struggling to Manage and Control Cloud Spending

80%

Cloud usage and 
spending are 

increasing rapidly, 
impacting technology 

budgets

Traditional cost 
management methods 
are not designed for 

decentralized  “pay-as-
you-go” cloud spending

?

$250B

30% of cloud costs are typically 
misspent, with uncontrolled costs 

creating new financial risks.

30%

Cloud spending is 
unstructured, 

uncontrolled, and 
inefficient, creating 
new financial risks

!
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Increasing Cloud Growth Requires New Governance of Cloud Costs & Risks 

Managing Cloud Costs and Risks: 

• Visibility to monitor & forecast costs
• Purchasing plans to reduce overspending
• Consumption strategies to optimize usage 
• Effective governance of cloud planning, 

architecture, purchasing and operations

Accelerating Cloud Growth:

l Cloud financial planning disciplines to plan 
and achieve business objectives

l Cloud architectures designed to optimize 
both cost and performance

l Optimized cloud services processes for 
efficiency and operational effectiveness
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Cloud Cost Challenges are a Growing Priority: 

Enterprises today are wrestling with new challenges to accelerate 
growth using cloud computing, and simultaneously increase 
governance and controls to innovate with reduced costs and 
financial risks.   

Cloud Cost Governance must now answer new questions:

• How can we innovate faster using cloud?

• What are we spending now on cloud services?

• How can we reduce costs?

• How can we balance cost efficiency with scalability and 
innovation?

• What governance processes are needed to manage cloud 
usage?
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Cloud Cost Governance:

Cloud Usage, Architecture, and 
Operations
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The Future of Cloud Cost Governance: Balancing Usage, Architecture, & Operations

The New Cloud Cost Governance Reference Model:

Cloud Cost Governance requires a balanced approach with 
thoughtful and conscious decisions regarding cloud Usage, 
Architecture, and Operations.

Cloud Usage:   Buying Cost-Efficient Cloud Services
How can we best use cloud services, and leverage their many 
options, consumption and procurement models, pricing 
discounts, and billing & payment methods?

Cloud Architecture:   Designing Services with Cost in Mind
How can we optimally design, configure, and deploy a cloud 
environment to support our compute workloads with the most 
resilient, scalable, and cost-efficient approaches?

Cloud Operations:   Cloud Continuous Optimization   
How can we continuously evolve, grow and enhance our cloud 
services tracking cloud usage and costs, balancing supply and 
demand to optimize services and cost efficiency – while meeting 
business objectives?
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Cloud 
Architecture

Cloud 
Operations

Cloud 
Usage

Cloud Cost Governance 
requires a new, unified model 
for Usage, Architecture, and 
Operations, each working with 
the other, in order to manage 
spending and enable innovation
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• Budgeting, forecasting, 
and reporting cloud 
spending by cost center

• Mapping consumption to 
business cost drivers 

• Account management, 
asset tagging, and cloud 
cost  chargebacks

• Benchmarking cloud 
costs against industry 
peer levels and standards

• Identification of cloud 
cost savings methods

Cloud Architecture
Designing with Cost in Mind

• Cloud services planning, 
total cost estimation

• Cloud architecture to meet 
innovation objectives

• Contract management 
discounts, spend model 
mapped to cloud usage

• Cloud design, usage &  
operations model fully 
integrated across lifecycle

• Cost-efficient cloud 
migration & modernization  
strategy 

Cloud Governance
Managing Cloud Efficiency

• Cloud cost governance 
monitoring and controls 
across all cloud functions

• Process definitions and 
ownership of cloud apps 
planning, services design, 
and cloud purchasing

• Cloud operations & 
services model defined

• Cross-functional 
coordination of cost 
management processes

• End-to-end management 
oversight and spending  
accountability

• Cloud cost reporting and 
optimization integrated 
with services operations

• Cloud operations 
balancing performance, 
scale, and cost

• Continuous cloud cost 
optimization in end-to-end 
lifecycle processes

• Automation of 
performance alerts, cost 
remediation

• Cloud financial and 
operational risk 
management plan in place

Cloud Operations
Continuous Optimization & Performance 

The Future of Cloud Cost Governance:  Driving Optimization and Efficiency

Cloud Usage
Purchasing & Consumption Models

+ + =$$$
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Cloud Usage: 

Buying Cost-Efficient 
Cloud Services   
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Cloud Usage:   Buying Cost-Efficient Cloud Services 

Optimizing cloud services 
requires a robust understand 
of cloud services economics.  
Cloud managers are now 
required to continuously learn 
new service types, 
consumption & procurement 
models, pricing discounts, and 
billing & payment methods. 

Cloud Usage:   Buying Cost-Efficient Cloud Services
How can we best use cloud services, and leverage their many 
options, consumption and procurement models, pricing 
discounts, and billing & payment methods?

Cloud Services Offering Types and Options:
• Compute, storage, networking services
• Database, containers, serverless, etc.
• Emerging apps, services, and event-driven functions

Consumption & Procurement Models:
• On-Demand Instances
• Reserved Instances
• Spot Instances
• Savings Plans
• Etc.

Pricing, Discount Levers, and Payment Structures:
• Pre-Paid
• Partial-Upfront
• As-Consumed
• Etc.
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Cloud Usage:   The Key to Cloud Cost Governance

Enterprises need optimized 
consumption models and 
instance configurations that 
best fit their usage patterns, 
and support their application 
workload requirements for 
performance, capacity, and 
security.

Cloud Usage, Consumption, and Cloud Cost Governance:

Understanding cloud pricing, usage, and consumption models 
and their architecture implications is a major factor in optimizing 
cloud costs.

Cloud usage and consumption is based on how cloud instances 
are purchased, metered, and priced.  Compute instance options 
come in a wide variety of types and sizes, in several general 
consumption modes.   How these instances are deployed, using 
the “right size” and consumption model, are a crucial element of 
cost optimization and cost governance.

“Right-sizing” involves selecting the right compute services at 
the right size for a given workload, using the most optimum 
consumption model and procurement structure.  This requires a 
good understanding of the workloads, their characteristics and 
drivers, and how they can be purchased and consumed.

Use right-sizing to match instance workload profiles to the 
capacity needs for compute, storage, network & database.
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Cloud Usage:  Right-Sizing Services Type to Cloud Architecture

Right sizing matches compute 
service types and sizes to 
workload requirements at the 
lowest possible cost. 

Instance Types and Cloud Usage Consumption Models:

Right-sizing is best accomplished by matching the instance 
type/size and consumption model to the workload requirements 
and type. Here are some common categories of workload types:
• Steady state: The load remains constant over time, with steady 

usage.  (Consider using reserved instances)
• Variable, but predictable: The load changes on a predictable 

schedule. (Consider using auto-scaling)
• Dev/test:   Types of environments that can usually be turned off 

after hours.  (Consider automated scheduling)
• Temporary:  Temporary workloads that have flexible start times 

and can be interrupted.  (Consider spot instances)

The appropriate instance type/size should be procured according 
to the type of consumption model which is most efficient for them:
• On-Demand:  Instance capacity by the second/hour, with no 

long-term contractual commitments.
• Reserved:  Instances provided with a discount up to 75% with a 

commitment to pay for a certain duration.
• On-Demand Capacity by Region:  Instances reserve in a 

specific “availability zone”, for any duration.
• Spot Instances:   Use “spare” capacity at a steep discount, with 

no guarantee of service continuity.
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Cloud Usage:  Discounts through Reserved Instance Strategies 

Make sure your workload types 
match the characteristics of 
Reserved Instances you are 
purchasing.    

Reserved Instances allow for 
upfront payments and longer 
commitment terms, but can 
provide significant discounts, 
generally between 25-75% of 
“on-demand” prices.

Purchasing Reserved Instances:

“Reserved instances” are another critical tool for making 
commitments to certain compute instance types and usage 
levels, to lock-in discounts.  Cloud services come with a 
variety of RI payment options and discounts for “commits”.  
Prices are usually lower based on the amount of payment 
received “up front”.   RIs are commitments for a long-term 
duration, to lock-in pricing that is up to 75 percent lower.

RI billing discounts are applied when customers use an on-
demand instance that matches the attributes specified in an RI 
procurement contract.   Reservations are charged for every 
clock-hour during the term that customers select, whether  
matching instance are running or not.

RI Purchasing and Payment Options:
• All upfront:  Full payment is made at the start of the term, to 

achieve the biggest discounts on pricing
• No upfront:  No upfront payment required; RIs are billed 

monthly. 
• Partial upfront:  A portion of the RI cost is paid upfront, and 

the remaining balance will be due in monthly increments 
over the contract term.
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Cloud Consumption:  Maximizing Benefits of Reserved Instances

Use a holistic RI planning, 
usage, and management 
strategy to leverage discounts 
across the organization -- and 
manage RI discounts at the 
"fleet" level.

RIs have additional layers of complexity.

Cloud providers offer many additional RI purchasing options, 
such as Standard or Convertible, with varying flexibility, and 
with specific methods for maximizing benefits.

RI Options:
• Standard RIs:   Allows customers to modify Availability Zone, 

scope, network platform, and instance size.
• Convertible:   Allows customers to exchange the Convertible 

RI for another one with new attributes, including instance 
family, instance type, platform, scope, and tenancy.

• Savings Plans: an AWS-specific “reservation” option that 
provides additional usage flexibility and potential savings

Methods for Maximizing RI Discounts:
• Tuning RIs:    Staging purchases of RIs over time can help 

adjust and optimize RIs efficiency as needs change.
• Payback Periods:  Typically on-demand instances cost less 

in the short term;  but with 1-year and 3-year partial or full 
“pay upfront” RIs, there is a break-even point typically by 6-
12 months, after which RIs cost less.

• Sharing Benefits:   RIs can be shared across enterprise 
accounts when billed under a consolidated payer account.
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Cloud Architecture:

Designing Cloud Services 
with Cost in Mind
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Cloud Architecture:   Designing with Performance and Cost in Mind

Design cloud workloads by 
configuring the architecture 
and consumption model in 
alignment with forecasted 
usage and cost optimization

Cloud Architecture:   Designing Services with Cost in Mind
How can we optimally design, configure, and deploy a cloud 
environment to support our compute workloads with the most 
resilient, scalable, and cost-efficient approaches?

When designing cloud architectures for cost efficiency, several 
key considerations should be kept in mind:

• Cloud architectures should be consciously designed to meet 
services requirements in a cost-efficient manner, with key 
trade-offs fully understood as part of the design process.

• Cloud architectures and designs must balance application 
workload requirements for performance, resiliency, scalability, 
capacity, and security.

• Variable consumption and capacity models that support cloud 
scalability, flexibility, and cost efficiency should be considered 
concurrently with other architecture and design factors.

• Cloud architecture ROI is highly dependent on specific 
designs and cloud consumption models.  Successful cloud 
architectures reflect conscious choices balancing cost, 
performance, flexibility, and scalability.
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Cloud Architecture:  Cost Governance Principles

Use cost-optimized 
consumption models and 
instance configurations that 
best fit your usage patterns, 
and support application 
workload requirements for 
performance, resiliency, 
capacity, and security

Cloud Cost Governance principles are key to driving 
optimization of cloud architectures.

Cloud architectures should use cost-optimized consumption 
models and instance configurations that best fit usage patterns, 
and support application workload requirements for performance, 
resiliency, capacity, and security.

Architecting for elasticity is also a very important element of 
leveraging cloud capabilities, with significant cost implications.  
Cloud architectures should focus on “modernizing” apps to 
enable these flexible provisioning capabilities, allowing for 
growing and shrinking of instances based on usage levels and 
time-based requirements.  This can have a significant impact on 
cost efficiency and capacity optimization.

As part of the cost-conscious cloud architecture, storage & 
network optimization should involve choosing the right network 
and storage approach for each workload under different data 
transfer and storage conditions, based on the cost of services.

Architectures should also consider containers and serverless 
functions, which leverage non-traditional services to maximize 
cost efficiency and minimize over-provisioned capacity.
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Cloud Architecture:  Leverage Elasticity Types

Use elasticity in services 
architectures to provide 
automatic, dynamic scaling of 
resources, reducing or 
eliminating risk and 
overspending on under- or 
over-provisioned capacity

Cloud Services Elasticity for Cost Optimization:

Cloud services allow continuous and automated matching of 
cloud resources to consumption needs. There are several 
general types of elasticity options:

• Time-based:  Activates and turns off resources based on 
planned usage patterns over time

• Consumption-based:   Matches instance types or capacity to 
the intensity, volume level, and type of demand

• Activity-based:   Triggered by application activity, alerts, or 
other conditions
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Cloud Architecture:  Automating Elasticity for Cost Optimization

Use of auto-scaling provides 
compute resources capacity to 
support variable workload 
requirements at any given 
moment, eliminating wasted 
resources and unused capacity 
due to over-provisioning

Elasticity is a key capability with potential cost impact:

Different architectures and auto-scaling methods can 
automatically manage cloud services elasticity:

• Schedulers:  Execute automatic start and stop schedules for 
instances 

• API tools: Terminates instances programmatically 

• Container Orchestration:  Container instances start and stop 
when triggered

• Auto Scaling: Automatically increases the type or number of 
instances during demand spikes, decrease during lulls

• Application Auto Scaling: Automatically scales resources for 
other cloud services (manual, scheduled, dynamic)

• Spot Instances:  Automate use of spare computing capacity 
at discounts of up to 90 percent
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Cloud Architecture:  Storage Cost Optimization Methods

Use cloud lifecycle 
management policies to drive 
cost optimization when 
architecting storage services

Cloud Architectures and Storage Cost Optimization:  

Keep storage costs low without sacrificing required 
functionality, by using the following methods and optimization 
principles:

• Tiers:  Use appropriate cloud storage tiers, low-cost 
archiving, using expensive storage only when necessary. 

• Segment data:   Determine how available and durable it 
needs to be, the size of data sets, throughput and IOPS 
thresholds and regulatory requirements.

• Archiving:  Automatically migrate data objects to cheaper 
tiers of storage as objects are accessed less frequently;  
delete or archive data after an expiration date.
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Cloud Architecture:  Networking Cost Optimization Methods

Use cloud lifecycle 
management policies to drive 
cost optimization when 
architecting network services

Cloud Networking Cost Optimization:  

Networking is a fundamental aspect of cloud architecture and 
must be governed with the same cloud cost process model.

Keep networking costs low with required functionality, by 
tracking and monitoring thresholds on critical usage 
parameters.   Data transfer and services usage costs can be 
incurred for moving data across resources, networks, regions, 
and in/out of the Internet, depending on how the data flows:

• Data transfer outbound

• Data transfer across regions

• Data transfer across and within “zones”

• Gateway / NAT costs

• VPC Peering & Endpoint costs

• Global Accelerators & Direct Connect
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Cloud Architecture:  Using Serverless & Containers to Modernize Apps

Use Serverless and 
Containers to optimize costs 
on standard instances, and 
when “modernizing” apps and 
migrating to cloud

Services for Apps Modernization and Cost Optimization:

Cloud vendors are continuously introducing technology 
innovations which offer opportunities to optimize cloud costs.   

These new services offered by cloud vendors are commonly 
used to minimize provisioned capacity costs and types and 
quantities of standard instances, when migrating to cloud or 
“modernizing” apps.  These include emerging architectures 
such as “serverless” and “containers”.

• Serverless:   Innovative way to execute event-driven 
applications, without provisioning underlying capacity.   Used 
for lightweight, stateless, low-memory, time-limited 
workloads, with occasional processing.

• Containers:  Portable, self-contained execution environment, 
packaged with a lightweight base OS image.  Provides 
operational efficiencies, reduced infrastructure footprint, 
lower costs.  Increases infrastructure utilization and reduces 
over-provisioning.
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Cloud Operations:

Deploying Cloud Services 
for Continuous Optimization
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Cloud Cost Operations:  Deploying Cloud Services for Continuous Optimization

Cloud operations must 
actively manage the 
continuous evolution of cloud 
services, to optimize cost 
efficiency

Cloud Operations:   Cloud Continuous Optimization

Organizations need to continuously evolve, grow and enhance 
their cloud services, tracking cloud usage and costs, balancing 
supply and demand, to optimize those services cost efficiency, 
while meeting business objectives.

Continuous cloud optimization relies on several key principles:

• Cloud environments should be governed and operated with 
continuous optimization as an ongoing objective.  A new 
operational mindset is key to cloud governance and 
operations, with continual cross-functional collaboration, new 
skills, tools and best practices.

• Cloud governance lifecycle policies are needed to provide 
visibility and organizational accountability for ongoing costs, 
balance cloud supply with demand, and to significantly 
improve ROI for cloud deployments.

• Cloud Centers of Excellence help organizations ensure 
could environments are operated in an operationally and 
financially optimized way:  driving cost-effective best 
practices, monitoring for cost-efficiency, and enforcing goals 
to meet business objectives.
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Cloud Cost Operations:  Continuous Optimization Best Practices

Key cloud operations principles and operations methods:

• Resource Tagging:  A tagging strategy enables the 
assignment of resources to cost centers, categorized by 
owner, purpose, or environment, to provide context and 
assign cost accountability. 

• Creating Account Structures:   Account management, 
naming conventions, and billing groups enables central 
policy management and cost control.

• Centralizing Billing:  Consolidated billing requires all cloud 
accounts to be paid through one master account, which 
facilitates simplified payments, maximizes volume discounts, 
and enables shared Reserved Instance benefits.

• Defining Cloud Cost Policies and Key Metrics:  Set rules, 
targets, performance monitoring, and review cycles, to 
enable continuous optimization, to make data-driven cost-
saving decisions.

• Empowering Teams:  Assigning cost optimization 
responsibility to workload owners can drive teams to 
architect and operate for cost optimization, with needed 
training, progress goals, and incentives.

Use key metrics to measure and 
fit cloud resource types based 
on actual usage & consumption 
patterns.  These metrics must 
be continually tracked, and 
cloud usage methods adjusted, 
to meet cost management KPIs.
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Cloud Cost Governance:

Driving End-to-End
Cloud Cost Optimization
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Cloud Cost Governance:  Shared Principles Across the Organization

Cloud Cost Governance requires shared principles:

New cost-centric ways of operating should be implemented 
across organizational functions, with an agreed upon common 
set of business objectives and management priorities:

• Cloud usage principles are prioritized and welcomed, as 
teams are supported in adapting to new technology models

• Financial impact is a key consideration in ongoing cloud 
services lifecycle management

• Cloud priorities and management focus shifts to include not 
only initial costs, but also business metrics and ongoing 
cloud ROI

• Design tradeoffs between speed-to-market and cost 
optimization are clearly evaluated and consciously chosen 

• Costs are accurately allocated to resource owners using 
linked accounts, tags, and financial reporting

• Key cost performance indicators are defined, known, shared, 
and measured, with regular review cadence

Cloud Cost Governance 
requires new ways of thinking 
and acting across the 
organization, in each function 
in the cloud lifecycle.
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Cloud Cost Governance:   Key Stakeholder Responsibilities

Key Stakeholder Responsibilities in Cloud Cost Governance:

Cloud Cost Governance is a shared responsibility among many key 
functions across the organization, in each stage of the lifecycle:

• Engineering needs to know what cloud options are available, 
and cost of deploying resources 

• Finance needs cost allocation structures and usage data for 
reporting, forecasting, and decision making

• Operations needs visibility to cost impact for decisions affecting 
services delivery and customer support

• CCoE needs to support lifecycle activities driving cloud design, 
deployment, operations, and support

• Functional owners need the ability to track cloud costs against 
budgets and understand impacts of decisions

• Executives need to understand end-to-end cloud spending, 
ROI, and impacts to drive overall strategy

Cloud Cost Governance is a 
shared responsibility among 
many key functions across the 
organization
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Cloud Cost Governance:   Enabling Cloud Cost Lifecycle Management

Cloud Cost Governance and Lifecycle Management:

Successful Cloud Cost Governance requires implementation of 
cross-functional Cloud Cost Lifecycle Management, across the 
organization.  This is frequently deployed through a Cloud 
Center of Excellent (CCoE) team, which drives several key 
principles for lifecycle management:

• Continuous Optimization Culture:  Creating a culture of cloud 
lifecycle management is critical to successful cloud cost 
governance. Cloud cost impacts should be considered in all 
aspects of planning, architecture, deployment, and 
operations.

• 360 Degree Cost Consciousness:  Because cloud resources 
are easier to deploy and incur variable costs, organizations 
need good cloud governance processes, controls, training, 
and incentives to drive behavior supporting cost awareness, 
at every point in the cloud lifecycle.

• Shared Accountability:   Managing initial and ongoing cloud 
costs should be a key cross-functional responsibility of all 
teams involved:  Finance, IT, Engineering, Operations, and 
Customer Success.

Cloud Center of Excellence 
(CCoE) teams can drive cloud 
transitions and ongoing 
operations, for critical 
assistance and oversight to 
support cost-conscious 
design, deployment, and 
operations activities
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Cloud Cost Governance:   Lifecycle Management Processes and Functions

• Cloud Governance Oversight and Controls

• Cloud Cost Management Roles and Responsibilities

• Cloud Service Modelling, Account Mgt, Access Control

• Cloud Budgets, Usage Reporting, Cost Tracking, KPIs

• Cloud  Procurement Model, Resource Management

• Cloud Services Design Cost Management

• Cloud Services Deployment Cost Management

• Cloud Services Operations Cost Management

• IT Services Management and Oversight

• Customer Apps and Customer Service Planning

• IT Finance, Budgeting, Forecasting, & Reporting

• Vendor Contracting & Procurement 

• Technical Architecture & Services Design

• Customer Services Implementation & Deployment

• IT Services Operations

Cloud Cost Management Processes: IT Services Functions:

Cloud Cost Management Processes + IT Services Functions 
=

Cloud Cost Governance
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Conclusion:   The Future of Cloud Cost Governance
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Cloud Cost Governance must 
now work across functions,  
throughout the cloud services 
lifecycle.   

Continuous optimization of 
cloud services will focus on 
three key areas: cloud usage, 
architecture, and operations, 
with conscious tradeoffs for 
cost, performance, and risk 
management.

With the growth in cloud computing, organizations today struggle to 
manage and control their cloud spending.   Cloud overspending is 
a significant risk, as workloads multiply and complexity increases.  
To meet these challenges, organizations need a new model for 
Cloud Cost Governance.

The future of Cloud Cost Governance requires a break from past 
practices to effectively manage and optimize growing cloud 
costs. In this eBook, we have outlined key elements of this new 
model for Cloud Cost Governance and more effective controls.

As outlined above, Cloud Cost Governance should be continuous 
and comprehensive, applying cost management processes across 
IT Services Functions, with a holistic focus on cloud usage, cloud 
architecture and cloud operations.    These cost management 
processes must also work across functions and throughout the 
cloud services lifecycle. 

With this new Cloud Cost Governance model, organizations are 
better positioned to meet current and future challenges -- to 
innovate and accelerate cloud growth, while managing cloud costs 
and reducing their financial risks.   
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